A number of The Scots College Junior and Senior Prep Water Polo boys participated in the Under 12 Balmain Water Polo Tournament on 5, 6 and 7 January at the historic Dawn Fraser Baths.

The primary aim of the tournament is to promote Water Polo in an atmosphere of development, fun and to 'have a go'.

The team comprised:


During our seven games we may not have troubled the scorer on too many occasions, however the boys obviously learnt from their mistakes as the tournament wore on and they tried to play uncompromising defence to restrict the oppositions' scoring opportunities. In attack the boys protected the ball well, while showing patience and a great deal of teamwork.

Charles Hoffman, Oscar Cheval and Jack Blackburn demonstrated their experience on many occasions and were our main scoring threats, while Charlie Dixon was a standout for us in goals. Jack Kyle and Harper Stewart toiled valiantly in defence and with the help of Harry Hughes, Elio Del-Ben and Tom Bourke became a very formidable defensive unit.

A very big thank you to Karyn Hoffman who acted as the team Manager for the three day tournament. Thanks also to the many parents who came along to support their sons, including the fathers who were able to escape work to come and watch.

Mr Fergus Bennie - Coach

Miss Yvette Higgins
Director of Water Polo
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